The problem for phase matching (PM) of several nonlinear processes is one of the main in nonlinear optics and in optical switching technology. We propose a novel scheme for dual channel third harmonic (TH) generation using a single two dimensional nonlinear photonic crystal (2DNPC). The proposed interaction at low input intensities is four times more efficient than the conventional schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear photonic crystals have attracted much interest lately because of their unique properties and many potential applications in nonlinear optics and optics communications. The two dimensional NPC [1] allow realization of simultaneous PM of several processes [2] , however in most cases the generated wave is non-collinear to the input main wave. That is considered a disadvantage for 2DNPC. Here we propose for the first time a PM geometry for TH generation in 2DNPC, for which the generated TH wave is collinear to the input wave.
METHODOLOGY
The 2DNPC structure is described as a crystal by its direct lattice, which arises from periodical change of the sign of nonlinear susceptibility of the host nonlinear material in the plane. Working in the k-space for phase matching the different nonlinear processes we introduce also a reciprocal lattice. It has main vectors Ga ,G, ,Gb. This is shown in Fig. 1 . The multiple PM geometry is presented in Fig. 2 . The main idea of our work is to generate a TH wave, which is collinear to the fundamental wave, produced by interference of two TH waves. The process starts with generation of a pair of second harmonic (SH) waves with wave vectors k21, and k2(1. PM is assured by the reciprocal fundamental vectors Ga , Ga. Each SH wave interacts again with the main wave via a pair of PM interactions with the participation of the reciprocal vectors G , G, thus generating a pair ofcollinear TH waves with the same wave vector k3. The two TH waves interfere constructively in the direction of the input main wave, thus leading to higher overall TH efficiency. The PM conditions allow us to derive the physical parameters ofNPC, the 2D periodicity ofthe poling process. The explicit form ofthis condition is the following
The expressions for PM vectors Ga, G are the following:
Using some calculation one can find the vectors of the direct lattice:
and the angle between them 3 i-__
where d is the distance between two rows in the direct lattice; A, n1, n2, 113 are the wavelength, refraction indexes for the fundamental, second and third harmonic waves respectively. The value d is calculated and then using [3] the thennal expansion of the nonlinear material is taken into account. The following asymptotic expression gives us the temperature dependence of d, and respectively the basic vectors ofthe direct lattice
d(T) = d(20°C )[a(T -200 C)+ /3(T -2O C)2]
The value for the refractive indexes is also corrected for the temperature of 1 50°C using the same reference.
It is also interesting to solve the system of differential equations that describe the process of TH generation.
Using the standard slow varying envelope approximation (SVEA) and taking into account the phase matching conditions for realization of double phase matching A2G±a=2kik2G±a=O and A3-2G±=k1+k2-k3-2G±=O , the system has the following form =-ia1(S1 +S2)A* -ia2(T1 +)(S1 +S2)* dx
where A , Si and S2 ,T1 and T2 are the pumping, two SH and two TH waves amplitudes respectively.
We solve this system in two cases. A. A case of no depletion of the fundamental wave due to SH and TH wave, and SH due to the TH wave, in this approximation we obtain for the coefficient of the conversion efficiency T/THG =4--°' aL4 nl 4
In this case it is clearly shown that the conversion coefficient is four times bigger than the same coefficient in case of only one channel of TH generation (conventional PM THG schemes).
B. A case of depletion of the fundamental wave only by SH wave and non-depletion of SH wave due to TH wave. In this approximation, we obtain for the THG coefficient of efficiency the following expression:
where a1,3,o are coupling coefficients One can see that we have a strong enhancement of the efficiency of THG also in this approximation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we describe and calculate 2DNPC structure for realization of a double phase matching in cascading generation of a TH wave. This wave is a result of interference of two TH waves produced in two channels. We also solve the system ofdifferential equations that describe these processes in case ofnon-depletion of the pumping wave. As a result we obtain a four times bigger efficiency in the conversion process, in comparison with the case when only one channel for TH generation exists.
The above mentioned processes are not the only possible in 2DNPC structures. We can also construct crystals tbr higher harmonic generation, and also use such devices in integral optoelectronics as switchers.
